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 the founder of Chan Buddhism and the Taiji Formation of Wudang, who passed it down to a monastery in Southern China.The
main story was directed by Vamsi Paidipatla and first film of the director. The film is based on an ancient legend that is that

of Taoist Wudang Mountain. The film is produced by Akkineni Narayana. The film is written and directed by Vamsi Paidipatla.
Music of the film is composed by Chakri while cinematography is by Srinivas Raju, Editor by Prasad Priya and Recording by
Ramesh Sam. This is Suriya's second film with Vamsi Paidipatla after Delhi 6, where they both worked as co-producers. It is

first collaboration with Vamsi Paidipatla. Chennai is Suriya's third film with actress Shruti Haasan after Maanasa Poratappadhu
and Manninum Ikkaum Thalaivan. Suriya will also collaborate with his teammate and friend Prabhu Dheva for the first time

with Chennai. This will be the third film in a row that Suriya will be seen in a prominent role with Prabhu. Shruti Haasan will be
seen in a prominent role in her upcoming film Kanchana. Filming started in July 2011 and was completed in October 2011. Plot
The movie starts off with the story of a monk Bodhidharma who has entered a cave and is meditating. He sees the Chi, the soul,

of a girl sitting beside him, which throws him off the track. The girl says that she needs to get going, that she has a lot to do.
Bodhidharma says that he has to learn from her, and her name is Kuang. The story then shifts to the present time, as Kuang

(Shruti Haasan) is a 22-year-old woman who lives with her younger sister and brother-in-law (Jagathy Sreekumar and Sreejith
Ravi) in a remote area in Southern India. She works as a dance teacher, and is also the vice president of the dance school. Her
life seems to be going nowhere. At home, her brother-in-law and her sister start to argue a lot. Kuang tries to stop them, and

refuses to listen. This annoys her sister. When she 82157476af
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